
2.8 (Jeff Turkelson) Azizi’s right foot continues to fascinate.  Here, the researcher 
demonstrates best practices indeed.  There are such careful observations and counts, such 
excellent analytical abilities present here, especially in comparing/contrasting things like 
asymmetries in movement.  One can easily see that this kind of talent in gathering and re-
presenting date can be easily transferred to any moving subject – natural or artificial – 
with highly useful results. 
 
Along with the previous two responses, these three examples do a great job showing how 
diverse yet complementary fieldworkers’ responses can and should be, even when they 
are all watching exactly the same field at exactly the same time. 



Name: Jeff Turkelson 
Date of Report: 9/15/14 
Exercise Number: 2 
Date of observation session: 9/9/14 
Duration: 01:07:00 
Location: Lincoln Park Zoo 
 
I Temporal Exercise One 
Select a slower-moving individual. Create a temporal map of this individual’s movement by 
noting the time at which your observations occur. Do this by selecting a body part and 
describing its movements. How is this body part used across time? How does it move? What 
does it do? When does it do it? See how this part of the body moves relative to other parts of 
the body. Look for the rhythms of any synchronized movements that you notice. You can pick 
any part – a hand or foot, lips or tongue, an elbow, wing or fin, the abdomen, head, or butt – 
whatever, depending on your species, of course. Keep it simple -- and watch carefully. 
 
Note any natural or artificial temporal elements that you think might be constraining/affecting 
your subject’s behavior. 
 
 
II Goals, ambitions, and starting context 
I initially wanted to continue my focus on social interaction from the last two sessions. Before I 
came to the enclosure, I had the ambition to watch a gorilla’s eyes. I felt that watching a gorilla’s 
eyes would allow me to focus on some of the microexpressions that I might otherwise miss. I 
also made the somewhat arbitrary decision to observe the bachelor group, as I had spent most 
of time up until this point watching the family in the adjacent enclosure.  
 
Unfortunately, these two decisions were in conflict. Most of the bachelors were out of sight, with 
Azizi being the only one readily observable. He was laying on his back about 3 feet from the 
glass, with his legs up on a stump. He was resting. With no eyes to observe, I decided to track 
Azizi’s right foot over time, which was displayed prominently before me. It was a drastic 
change from my initial plan, but I was happy to go with what was in front of me.  
 
Starting at 11:26am, I gather that Azizi and the rest of his group had not been out long. He was 
resting, although not fully asleep. I wonder if he was still tired and waking up, if he had an active 
morning and is now already exhausted, or if he ate something earlier and was subsequently 
more lethargic. At any rate, a slow-moving subject is preferred for this exercise, and Azizi fit that 
definition quite nicely. The rest of the gorillas were either out of site or a large distance away 
from the glass. I sat down amongst a number of toddlers (and a few fellow researchers with the 
same subject matter), and set to work. 
 
 
III Observations (timeline) 
 



IV Insights 
 
A bothersome fly 
Azizi had a bothersome fly which I noticed 12 minutes into my observation, which was most 
likely the cause of his regular twitching on each foot. I believe the fly may have been there 
before I noticed it. The twitch took different forms, sometimes a fast, split-second jerk of the foot 
an inch or two, and sometimes a slower, one-second curling of the toes. These small 
movements were punctuated by larger body movements—an occasional thigh twitch (x3 in the 
starting position), or torso movement (x2). I cannot say the reason for these larger movements, 
but they were regularly spaced out 2-3 minutes apart. These I believe are natural timespans—
dictated by the movement of the fly and the tendency for one position to become less and less 
comfortable as time goes on. 
 
I lost track of the fly 35 minutes in, but smaller twitches continued with less frequency. 
Throughout all of this, Azizi made no attempt to swat at the fly or otherwise deal with it. I wonder 
if he was even aware in his resting state, or if the twitches were unconscious. I personally had a 
moment of reflection when I wondered how often my own feet move while I do any given task. 
 
A waking crescendo 
Azizi’s major movements became more frequent leading up to his standing up 30 minutes in. 
This crescendo may signal that an energy / wakefulness is building up within him, or perhaps 
his ‘nap’ wasn’t quite comfortable enough, and he simply became restless. This nap could be a 
mix of artificial and natural temporal structures; it must roughly coincide with day & night, but the 
time that his keepers introduce him into the enclosure and set out food would likely influence 
when he naps and rests.  
 
I assume that food is introduced on a predictable schedule. This artificial cadence may also 
induce a calm behavior—if Azizi knows when food is coming or is available, he may take more 
time to rest than usual.  
 
The crescendo is likely the result of natural, biological processes. It may have been the 
neurological mechanisms of exiting sleep, a growing sense of hunger, an increasingly 
uncomfortable position, or a combination. 
 
An alerted stance 
Observing Azizi’s right foot led to one strong insight into his behavior. On two occasions, Azizi 
would be walking along the ground and pause, with right foot halfway raised off the ground. He 
would stay like this, motionless, for about a minute before proceeding in the direction he was 
heading. He did not move his head during the pause. Nor did he ever pause while walking and 
not have his right foot raised. This stance may be the result of a specific stimuli, but as of now 
it’s unknown. It would seem that something had caught his attention, but he did not look around. 
If it was a visible stimulus, it was something in front of him that I could not perceive. It could also 
have been another sensory stimulus, in which he may have been listening or feeling intently. 
Lastly, Azizi could have been caught in a moment of thought or decision-making. I am confident, 



however, that the raised right foot distinguishes the reason for these pauses from any other 
momentary stillness. 
 
An apparent asymmetry 
Azizi’s left and right feet behaved in different ways. The aforementioned “alerted stance” never 
happened with the left foot raised. And in several different positions while lying down, Azizi’s left 
toes would curl around his right foot. I never saw the reverse in either case. However, there did 
not seem to be any preference for which foot would move first while walking, or sitting up. 
 
I could not tell if Azizi has any preference for a hand or foot over another, like being right-
handed. I did not observe any highly dextrous behavior with either foot, as Azizi spent all of his 
time on the ground. But in my opinion, he uses them differently enough to be more coincidence. 
 
V Reflection 
I wasn’t sure what I had gotten into when I chose to watch resting Azizi’s foot. It seemed 
motionless and uninteresting, and every little twitch sent me scrambling to write down what 
happened. After having read this week’s readings, I realize that I should’ve probably taken in 
more context during these down moments. Regardless, I was surprised how much I could 
ascertain from watching Azizi’s right foot. 
 
It was extremely difficult to track subtle movements while Azizi walked, which was unfortunate. I 
suppose such granularity would only be useful for documenting musculoskeletal traits, but I still 
found myself trying to be so alert that I wasn’t sure what I was trying to get out of it. 
 
I’m happy with the structure of my notes this time around. I made columns for timestamp, note, 
speculation, and image associated, which helped for creating the write-up. If I were to do it 
again, I would prefer not to have my camera and my stopwatch on the same device. Having to 
switch back and forth took more mindshare than I’d like, and I almost dropped my phone trying 
to do it. 
 
The most challenging thing, however, was having a sense of what I should or could expect from 
the exercise. What could be gotten out of observing a foot? What is probably outside the range 
of this exercise? I did not know, and while the focus on temporality provided some bounds, it 
acted like a lens through which I would observe other things, rather than a concept to document.  
 
Overall I’m surprised by what I was able to get from my observations. Next time, I plan on 
observing for longer periods of time, and not writing down every thought as it occurs. 
 
VI Field Notes (see attached) 



11:26:00

11:41:00  (+00:15:00)

I started my observation at 11:26 am, 
on Tuesday, 9/9/14. Azizi was resting 
with his feet up against a log. It is 
unknown how long he had been like 
this. He was not sleeping, as he moved 
his torso and arms once every 30-60 
seconds or so.

11:32:00 (+00:06:00)

11:29:00 (+00:03:00) Azizi’s left foot had been curled around 
his right up until now. 

After 6 minutes of minor movements, 
Azizi rolled onto his side. His right foot 
was covered by his left as he lay in fetal 
position.

11:38:17 (+00:12:17) At this moment, I noticed a fly on Azizi’s 
foot. It was most likely the source of the 
frequent twitches I saw during his time 
in this position. In total, his right foot 
twitched (or toes curled) ten times in 
the next 17 minutes, along with thigh 
twiches and larger body movements 
more sporadically.

MAJOR POSITION CHANGE: RIGHT 
SIDE FETAL

11:39:01 (+00:13:01)

11:39:24 (+00:13:24)

11:39:50 (+00:13:50)

11:14:57 (+00:14:57)

Right Foot Toe Twitches

AZIZI TEMPORAL OBSERVATION: RIGHT FOOT



11:41:00  (+00:15:00)

11:56:00  (+00:30:00)

11:55:20 (+00:29:20)

Just after this photo was taken, Azizi 
again changed positions. 

11:41:23 (+00:15:23)

11:41:53 (+00:15:53)

11:42:45 (+00:16:45)

11:43:30 (+00:17:30)

11:46:34 (+00:20:34)

11:47:33 (+00:21:33)

11:49:00 (+00:23:00)

11:50:48 (+00:24:48)

11:51:19 (+00:25:19)

11:52:35 (+00:26:35)

Right Foot Toe Twitches, most 
likely due to a fly.

11:43:44 (+00:17:44

11:44:44 (+00:18:44

More significant body 
movements that disturbed the 
foot, e.g. thigh twitches and 
large breaths



11:56:00  (+00:30:00)

12:11:00  (+00:45:00)

11:57:40 (+00:31:40)

11:58:50 (+00:32:50)

12:01:15 (+00:35:15)

12:04:36 (+00:38:36)

Azizi’s feet went back up to the log. 
His right foot rested against the log, 
specifically with the pad of his foot 
making contact. His left foot toes curled 
around his right foot, locking both feet 
into an apparently secure position. Less 
twitching occured from here on out, 
possibly due to the position, or perhaps 
the fly was no longer present. (It could 
not be seen.)

A moderate change in position, with left 
toes uncurling from the right foot. 

Azizi is appearing to be a bit more 
restless. Though it did not seem he 
was ever fully asleep, he began to shift 
positions more frequently. His right foot 
was brought along for the ride.

Azizi’s finally up, and starts to look for 
food. His right foot works in tandem 
with his left. He walks on all fours, heel 
striking in his gait. 

12:06:40 (+00:40:40)

After collecting some food, Azizi squats 
on the ground further off toward the 
back of the enclosure. He squats on 
his butt, with both feet planted on the 
ground. It looks like at least half of his 
weight is still in his feet. 

MAJOR POSITION CHANGE: LEGS UP 
ON STUMP

MAJOR POSITION CHANGE: LEFT SIDE 
FETAL POSITION

MAJOR POSITION CHANGE: 
STANDING UP



12:11:00  (+00:45:00)

12:26:00  (+01:00:00)

12:13:45 (+00:47:45)

12:16:12 (+00:50:12)

12:24:26 (+00:58:26)

While Azizi walks along, he pauses 
for 5 seconds with his right foot lifted 
part-way off the ground. Perhaps 
this is a sign of something grabbing 
his attention? Or his he lost deep in 
thought?

After gathering more food, Azizi rests 
on his knees. His left food again wraps 
partly around his right, even in this 
position.

Azizi sits upright, not quite cross-
legged, but with feet pads close to 
touching each other. 

Azizi pees while both feet are perched 
on a half-buried log. His entire body is 
still, save for his head which is looking 
at zoo visitors. 



12:26:00  (+01:00:00)

12:26:40 (+01:00:40)

12:31:32(+01:05:32)

12:32:43 (+01:06:43)

12:33:00 (+01:07:00)

Azizi stops peeing after 30 seconds and 
shifts his feet onto the ground, with his 
rear on the log. His right foot sprawls 
out to the side, while his left is planted 
firm. There is quite a bit of asymmetry in 
how each foot behaves. 

Azizi pauses for 10 seconds on a log, 
with left foot in front and right foot in 
line behind.

Another paused pose, again with 
right foot lifted partly off the ground. 
His head wasn’t moving during this 7 
second pause. I speculate that whatever 
caused him to be still did not require 
visual attention (unless it was directly in 
front of him).

Before I left, Azizi laid down again, not 
moving by the time I packed my things 
(2 or so minutes).  His right foot is curled 
more under his body than his left, which 
is again planted on the ground. 



 




